Senior software engineer, Web developer / Drupal expert

Does building, creating and working in a new venture get your adrenaline pumping? Be a key player of a new international start-up along with a diverse dynamic team in the education & technology field. You will be collaborating with the one of our technology partners to devise software for an educational platform. Work independently and under pressure and get exposure to business product development. Be rewarded for being an overachiever and software engineering language program savvy.

Requirements

- Ability & willingness to quickly learn new concepts, and deliver diligently
- Candidate should be self-driven, independent, detail oriented, responsible and strong team-player
- Passionate about building high-quality systems with software implementation best practices and design patterns
- Strong analytical and problem solving skills
- Good communication skills BS / MS in Computer Science, Software Engineering or other relevant combination of training and education
- The candidate should be able to work in a fast pace around the clock and undertake initiatives whether is needed

Required Skills

- Experience in software engineering projects with emphasis in complex and advanced Web Applications
- A minimum of 4 years’ experience with Drupal CMS
- A minimum of 4 years’ experience developing in client-side web (HTML, CSS, JavaScript)
- Proven Database development skills (php & MySQL)
- jQuery, AJAX technologies
- Experience in developing cross-browser interactive web applications

Preferred skills:

- Knowledge of other CMS platforms and/or ASP.NET framework
- HTML5 / CSS3
- Experience implementing mobile sites (html views, not native applications)
• JavaScript Frameworks (Knockout, AngularJS, other animation libraries)

This is an excellent opportunity to be part of a growing team of top experts and graduates from Ivy League School in an international start-up whose vision is to shape education through technology. Interested? Please apply for this job by sending a paragraph expressing your interest along with your resume gtryfin@post.harvard.edu